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Signify proudly manufactures dan markets the world’s top lighting brands
Philips Lighting becomes Signify in 2018 with 125+ years experience in lighting industry

Lighting controls, sensors, 
dimmer systems and 

interfaces

Platform for Internet of 
Things and Smart Lighting 

solutions

Architectural special 
lighting range

Lighting products for 
consumers and 
professionals

In Dow Jones Sustainability Index we were Industry Leader in category ‘Electrical Components and 
Equipment’ category



Our corporate mission
is to unlock the extraordinary 

potential of light for brighter lives 
and a better world



World Index since our IPO Platinum top 1%A-list for climate and supply chain #1 in electronics industry

2.9 billion LED delivered

67% less safety incidentsZero waste to landfill 84% Sustainable revenues 99% supplier performance 

Carbon neutral 6 million lives lit100% renewable electricity

Successfully completed: ‘Brighter Lives, Better World 2015–2020’
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Our world is changing – Global trends shaping our business

Population growth

more light

Resource challenges 

more energy efficient light 

Digitalization

more digital light 

Today, lighting accounts for 13% of the world’s electricity demand.
The global shift to LED will reduce this to 8% by 2030.



Global shift to LED

LED reduces global electricity 
demand from 13% to 8%

This equals 1200 coal-fired 
power stations

Therefore, the air will be 
cleaner, and we contribute to 
fighting global warming

Coal-fired power station  in Juliette, Georgië. Using 12 milion ton coal per annum.



From LED to Intelligent Building

01 02

• Upgrade from conventional 
• Installation services
• Managed Services

LED Upgrade01

LED upgrade +
• Occupancy and daylight harvesting 
• Basic data Analytics
• Maintenance and diagnostics

Networked Solutions02
Networked Solutions +
• Advanced Space analytics
• Workspace app for users
• Multisite support
• Predictive Maintenance
• Third party integrations

Connected Solutions03

03



Anti-stumble

Night lights just bright enough 
to guide guests around

Waking up with light
Guests benefit from improved 
well-being thanks to simulated 

dawn light mimicking the sunrise

Relax
An optimal dimming scenario 

creates a relaxing atmospheres

Bio-adaptive lighting



• Provide indoor digital experiences

• VLC in LED luminaires enable the indoor navigation 

through apps

• Data collected through the software

• Improve store layout and optimized operations

Indoor Navigation

ENGAGE
SHOPPER

ENHANCE
EFFICIENCY

OFFER
GUIDANCE



3D printed lighting
exceptionally tailored & sustainable





3D printed lighting can further reduce the carbon footprint by up to

-76% 
carbon emissions 
in material supply 
& manufacturing

-28% 
carbon emissions 

in transport, because 
of light weight

-27% 
carbon emissions 

at end of life

& Designed for the circular economy

*lmpactAssessment Carbon footprint IPCC 2013 GWP 100. Data based on comparison of a  traditionally manufactured downlight using a die casted aluminium housing with a 3D
printed  downlight in polycarbonate. Data for other products will vary. The use phase, though having  the highest impact during the life cycle, is  excluded as it is the same between
the 2  compared products. The use phase relates to the electricity consumpti on of the downlight to provide light.



Carbon savings are product 
dependent 

3D Printed VS Metal

24% savings
• Full product comparison, all parts includedVS

VS

3D Printed VS Alu die cast

Material supply & manufacturing, transport, 
end of life (excl. use phase)

75% savings
• Full product comparison, all parts included
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Reinventing the workspace: creating a great place to work

1: Optimize 
Operations and Space 

Management

2: Enhance 
Performance

3: Increase Employee 
Engagement and

Well-being



1. Optimize operations

Enabled by:

• IoT sensors

• Reconfigurable and upgradeable lighting system 
to meet occupants’ changing needs

• Open interfaces to ensure compatibility
with other Interact systems

Benefits:

• Comfortable, compliant office lighting

• Flexibility to fit different building / ceiling types

• Share data with HVAC, plug loads, meeting room systems etc.



2. Enhance performance

• Different luminaire form factors to suit different 
spaces

• A luminaire range that offers adaptable light intensity, 
warmth and distribution to suit different activities

• Light scenes to allow personal recipes

• Predictive analytics to optimize space usage in the 
office



3. Enhanced engagement and well-
being

• Well-being enhanced by light, without compromising 
comfort

• Self-learning system to provide the right light at the 
right time to supports the circadian rhythm

• Smart device apps to help employees find the space 
that best supports their activity 

• Integrated sensors to report on environmental 
conditions in real time like

• Open APIs to provide data to optimize the indoor 
climate



We have become the indoor 
generation

On average, we spend more than 
90% of our time indoors

Source: The National Human Activity Pattern Survey (NHAPS)  
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Signify Managed Services
A partner you can trust, giving you peace of mind. 

Once both parties are happy, 
our teams will coordinate 
end-to-end project management 
of everything. We’ll remove old 
luminaires where necessary, then 
deliver, install and commission 
your new lighting solution. 

• Project management
• Installation
• Commissioning
• Hand-over

After everything is set up, we 
continue observation to ensure 
everything runs properly. We 
check system operations, consult on 
faults and manage content (where 
necessary). 

• On-site 
• Remote 
• Content 
• Performance

From the beginning to end. Our recurring 
services include maintaining and repairing 
of your lighting solution, optimizing 
performance throughout the contract 
and verifying agreed performance.  

• Preventive and corrective maintenance
• Spare parts supply
• Documentation and training
• Data analytics, reporting and consulting
• System optimization
• Content management
• Asset management

*Managed Services also include performance commitments and (optional) financing.

Build Operate Maintain & optimize

We start by assessing what’s already 
there, checking current installations 
for possible savings. Next, our team 
creates a customized lighting 
solution, tailored to your needs. 

• Scoping and quick scan
• Audit
• Solution design
• Business model

Plan & design



Outcome-based performance commitments benefit from our design expertise
Our Lighting Solutions support your needs, in line with a clear set of KPIs

KPI – Key Performance Indicator

Lighting Design

System Design

Service Design

Light Level

Energy Savings

Uptime



Choose the best 
business model 
for you:

CAPEX

• If you have a budget 
allocated to your project, 
don’t lose time and maximize 
your return on investment!

OPEX

• If you still need to go for 
Capex approvals, don’t lose 
time and go for a financed 
solution with instant free 
cash-flow!



Standard Managed 
Services

Optimize your energy and maintenance 
costs to benefit from a solid return on 
investment.

100 K 
Current energy & 
maintenance cost 50 K

New energy & maintenance 
cost

50 K
New energy & 

maintenance cost

200 K
Investment

50 K
Savings

Costs (€)

Year 1 Year 2-5 Year 6 onwards

The investment is earned back 
via energy savings, after 
which you enjoy full savings 
benefits

Example:
“50K savings per year means a 
return on Investment of 25% 
per year.”

Example:
“50K as new annual energy 
and maintenance cost for the 
years to come.”
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